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President's Message
Drive for excellence is my slogan this year and throughout the
past eleven months I gained a lot, in terms of project experience,
chapter management, corporate communication on behalf
of the chapter, and more importantly the friendship among
members. I believe relationship is the most important element
within an organization.
This year, JCI Kowloon successfully received the hosting right
of the 2015 National Convention. We also sponsored a new
chapter JCI Tsuen Wan to be an affiliated member of JCI Hong
Kong. Furthermore, our chapter achieved an outstanding result
in the Gala dinner with 5 Awards. All of these are the collective
effort of all members and Past Presidents.
With this chance I need to thank for all the support and guidance
from all of you, especially my presidential adviser HLP Senator
Andrew Wong, NAEO Alvina Chan, IPP Jade Chan, Chapter
Advisers, PP Senator Leo Lam, PP Senator Jackson Leung and
PP Senator Johnathan Lee. Thank you for giving me a chance to
serve as President of JCI Kowloon.
Yours faithfully,

Justin Wong
2014 JCI Kowloon President
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About Yeung Ka-Sing GBS,MBE,JP
Mr. Yeung Ka-Sing has over 30 years’ experience in Human
Resources Management and Training and Development,
and his professional qualifications have been widely
recognized. Mr. Yeung worked for several multi-national
and large local organizations, inter-alia The Hong
Kong and China Gas Company Limited, Citibank, Shell
Hong Kong, Gammon Construction Limited of Jardine
Matheson Group and HSBC Investment Bank.

INterview with

Mr.Yeung Ka-sing
Past Chairman of
the Hong Kong Housing Society
Interviewed by PD Ice Chin,PM Dora Huang, IPP Jade Chan
and President Justin Wong
Written by PD Ice Chin

Mr.Yeung has always been active in public/community
service. He serves on the board of a number of
government and non-government organizations and
committees. He is the past Chairman of the Hong Kong
Housing Society, the past Chairman of the Community
Investment and Inclusion Fund Committee, and the Past
Chairman of the Standing Commission on Civil Service
Salaries and Conditions of Service. Mr. Yeung was also
a Member of the Advisory Committee on Post-service
Employment of Civil Servants, a Council Member of
the City University of Hong Kong, a General Committee
Member of the Employers’ Federation of Hong Kong,
etc.
Currently, Mr. Yeung is a Supervisory Board Member
of the Hong Kong Housing Society and an Executive
Committee Member of the Food for Good to promote
reduction of food waste and recycling of food waste. He
is also a Co-opted Member of the Societal Engagement
Task Force of the Commission on Poverty.

The high cost of housing is one of the most pressing issues facing Hong Kong today. Spiralling house prices
has meant that for years, the amount that we have had to pay to meet our housing needs has escalated. As
a result, for a growing number of people, finding a suitable home they can afford has become increasingly
difficult. This has a profound impact on all aspect of life and our society.
To aim for finding a solution collectively, it is essential to understand the housing market dynamics. We are
honoured to have invited Mr. Yeung Ka-Sing, Supervisory Board Member of the Hong Kong Housing Society
to share with us the history of HK’s policy approach to housing market, the current challenge and some
possible solutions.

Supply and Demand
Similar to any commodity, the price of housing is determined by the interplay of its supply and demand. The demand for
property can be categorised into three sources: the basic need for a shelter, investment and speculation.
In Hong Kong, private residential property accounts for 50% of the housing stock. This limited stock has to meet the
demand from all three of the above mentioned categories which leads to a broad market spectrum of housing from a
range of extremely luxury property to low-cost housing estates. It also meant that a lot of highly sought after properties
fall in the hands of wealthy individuals who often buy property for speculation purpose.
Unlike other countries such as Singapore, Hong Kong’s land consist large area of slopes, the cost of building houses on
slopes is very high and has not been considered historically for land development in order to avoid polluting water supply
at the reservoir.
This leaves us with those land area that can be built up which is less than 10%. Most of the proposals for developing the
green fields such as land reclamation, green belt conversion, and land resumption face opposition from various parties.
The combination of these factors plays to the difficulty in finding adequate land supply to meet demand.
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Lack of visionary outlook
So why do we find ourselves in today’s situation?
The lack of cohesiveness between different administrations of the
Government and lack of visionary strategy is seen as a major hindrance
to sustainability in housing market. In early 1997, Tung chee-hwa’s
administration pledged to provide 85,000 housing flats each year so as
to resolve the problems of soaring property prices. This objective was
made redundant almost immediately after it’s announcement due to
the Asian financial crisis hit Hong Kong. In fear of continuous collapse
in property prices, there was no new public housing supplied under the
Home Ownership Scheme since 2003. By 2011, the annual supply of
public housing output had shrunk to 17 per cent of the 2000 level.
Government had also neglected a soaring level of demand from those
mainland investors and speculators.
Accumulated level of deficit over many years where demand exceeds
supply brought to the high cost of housing we face today.

The way forward
The property sector has a long lead time; it generally takes at least 10 to 15 years from selecting the sites to when
the property is built. This poses difficulty to the Government for planning the appropriate level of land supply and
public house supply as the macroeconomic environment might change drastically 15 years later, by the time those
houses are released to the market.
Another challenge to planning is measuring the impact of housing supply on those existing home owners who
bought their houses at high prices. With private homes still in shortfall, the Government’s aims at ramping up public
housing at the same time may potentially dampen demand and prices in the private market.
The current government is doing a lot at increasing land supply including identifying 80 Green Belt and Government,
Institution or Community sites for rezoning, proposing reclamation areas such as those in Peng Chau and building
artificial island near Cheung Chau. Government is also working with various departments to shorten the process
leading up to property building and sales.
One of the solutions is building new residential areas at the outskirt of Hong Kong much like the developing trends
in the US and Canada. This relies on an extensive railway network to connect the outskirt area to the city centre
where the jobs are.
Amongst many of the public housing policy of foreign countries, Mr. Yeung feels providing majority of the public
houses for sale to eligible residents might be a feasible solution for Hong Kong. It would allow the government to
free up capital requirement that is required under incessant rental subsidization.
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Housing is at the top of the present
Government’s list of priorities, as stated in the
2013 policy address. What problems do you
think are present in HK’s housing market?
M: There is a norm in Chinese society that when people get
married, they want to have their own property whereas in
Western cities, it is more common for people of different ages
to rent in the private market. This results in a strong demand
for home ownership amongst young people in Hong Kong,
which is difficult to be met due to unaffordable house prices.
This in turn has an impact on young people’s behaviour: they
may delay marriage and delay having children. Government
recognises that for a society to develop stably, it is essential
to address this issue, and the Government is trying to
address this within its existing policy framework, such as
increasing the supply of Home Ownership Scheme flats.is
trying to address this within its existing policy such as “Home
ownership Scheme”.

How do you look at the current real estate market
of Hong Kong and in the next 5 year?
M: It is very difficult to give a prediction of what’s going
to happen in 5 years as it’s affected by many external
factors. However, I can offer to identify those factors that
contribute to the current level of housing prices, such as
historically low interest rates and investment demand.
Investment demand that comes from both external
investors and domestic investors, which is quite common
in highly developed cities.

INterview with

Dr.Mandy Lau

Assistant Professor in the Department of
Urban Planning and Design, The University of Hong Kong
Interviewed by PD Ice Chin
Written by PD Ice Chin

Involving the local public at the early
stages of any proposals is the Key
During recent years, we often see oppositions to any policy proposals
that are targeted for housing issue. Finding the solution to housing
supply is only half of the equation, how to implement them becomes
the topical question. We are honoured to have Dr Mandy Lau,
Assistant Professor in the Department of Urban Planning and
Design, The University of Hong Kong and and Secretary of
the Asia-Pacific Network for Housing Research talks to us
about how effectiveness of public housing policy can be
increased through Public Consultation.

2

What are the characteristics of Hong Kong’s Public Housing?
The public housing sector in Hong Kong has a long history, and it constitutes a
large proportion of the total housing stock in Hong Kong. This is different from
other places such as England, where social rental housing accounts for about 20%
of the total housing stock. In Hong Kong, public rental housing and subsidized
home ownership units account for around half of the total housing stock.
In England, the social housing sector has been declining for many reasons,
including the lack of financial resources to fund social housing construction.
In the 80’s, many local governments in England had to sell their social housing
stock , a process which we refer to as privatisation. In Hong Kong, there is still
a strong commitment to the production of public housing, and the Hong Kong
Housing Authority is financially capable of supporting the upcoming program
of public housing construction. Also, public housing in Hong Kong is not only
located in the outlying new towns but also in the main urban area. This is an
important characteristic, since low income people need easy access to the
jobs in the main urban area.

6
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About 30% of Hong Kong’s population
lives in public housing and about 17%
lives in government-subsidized home
ownership units. However, the waiting
list for public housing is still very long,
what are the reasons for such shortage?
M: Firstly, we need to clarify whether there is a
real shortage. Although the waiting list for public
housing is long, it has been questioned whether
this represents real demand. Because of the
mismatch between current housing prices and low
levels of income growth, many young graduates
do not see any hope of owning a private house.
Hence they are registering on the waiting list for
public housing as safety net. Should house prices
fall in future, the demand from this group may
wane. The Government is cautious not to look at
the waiting list alone to assess demand, but tries
to address demand arising from people who are
on very low incomes and have very little hope of
moving up the income ladder.

Would you share with us the development history of Home
Ownership Schemes?
The home ownership scheme has been around for many years. During the
colonial years, the Government recognised that there was an increasing
population of middle class people who could not afford private housing. The
scheme is meant to be a bridge between rental housing and private housing;
it’s about building a housing ladder to facilitate upward mobility. But the
actual supply of home ownership scheme flats has fluctuated depending
on the policy approach of different administrations and market conditions.
For example, during the time when the housing market was less buoyant,
the government suspended the construction of home ownership scheme
flats. In recent years, because of high house prices, the Government has
committed to rebuilding HOS flats.
Do you think increasing the supply
of public housing would have an
adverse impact on private home
owners?
M: I wouldn’t draw a simplistic connection
between the construction of public housing and
private house prices. We should recognise that
house prices are affected by many factors, such
as the wider economic climate, the demand
from investors and income growth, etc.

What level of integration between
different policy sector need to be
in place to develop and implement
a long term strategic planning of
housing growth?
M: There are several areas which need to
be considered in planning new supply of
public housing including transportation,
recreational facilities, and open space.
The government has already conducted
different studies looking at how to enhance
the public transport network. There is also
coordination with the Leisure and Cultural
Services Department, which is responsible
for managing sports and community
facilities. In Hong Kong, planning for housing
involves cooperation between different
departments, but it also involves engaging
with the views of the local community.

Is there any recommendation that you would advise the Government to
increase the effectiveness of public housing policy?
M: We have seen many cases where the government puts forward proposals such as new town
development, which run into heavy opposition. It is tempting to try to streamline the engagement
process and avoid any uncomfortable discussions. However, I think it is important to involve the local
public at the early stages of any proposals. As members of the public, it would be difficult to have a
meaningful discussion without enough information about different policy options and the implications
of alternative approaches. The lack of information about policy options may cause people to think in
a binary way and trigger heavy opposition. When policymakers try to disseminate more information,
people are encouraged to think about the pros and cons of different policy options and their views are
broadened. It’s only through patient discussion that we can start to build consensus.

Although government is working hard to
tackle the issue of land supply, but broad
consensus has not yet been reached on
acceptable social costs of increasing
available land. What could possible solution
entail?
M: The most important thing is selecting sites for building
public housing. There are several ways which the
government has proposed. One possibility is to find sites
in the main urban area. Others propose to make use of
the remaining plot ratio #1 in some public housing estates.
The greatest challenge however lies in securing agreement
from the public. We need to recognise that opposition is
natural as these proposals do affect people’s quality of life.
Nevertheless, new ways of addressing people’s concerns
can emerge through extensive discussions. For example,
we have seen cases where people’s concern about the
lack of community facilities was addressed by the Housing
Authority through intelligent design of the estates.

The public housing stocks in Singapore have only
5-10% for renting and the rest are all for sale. Do
you think this strategy could be applied to Hong
Kong?
M: This strategy is tied into the political development of Singapore
and is rooted in the Singaporean Government’s desire to maintain
political stability. Once a policy direction has been established, it
becomes the norm in that place. In Hong Kong, we have a different
situation. Although we have a substantial public housing sector,
there is still around half of the population who live in private
market housing. Any kind of change which involves drastically
increasing the percentage of subsidised home ownership flats
could have an impact on this group. So it is not as easy as it
seems to enact a major shift in policy direction. Also, we need to
recognise that there are some people would not be particularly
interested in becoming home owners, because of the polarised
income structure in Hong Kong. We can discuss whether we need
to expand the home ownership scheme, but a major shift towards
Singapore’s policy model would face obstacles.

#1 Plot ratio is a planning tool which states the amount of floor area
you can build as a ratio of the site area; it is a tool that the government
applies to regulate development density.
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1954
Provisional Resettlement Department
and Hong Kong Housing Department
were established to in charge of building
low-cost public rental housing

1948

The HKHS was formally
established with the aim
of providing self-contained
homes rental housing

1953

A fierce fire destroyed
thousands of shanty
homes in Shek Kip Mei

1961

Special Report

Hong Kong Public Housing:

The "low-cost housing" scheme
was introduced through the
construction of 62,380 flats in
18 estates

Past, Present & Future
The Public Rental Housing (PRH)
Up to March 2014, more than 2.10 million Hong Kong people (about 29 per
cent of the population) are living in the authentically designed PRH flats with
spacious green belt areas and complete communal facilities at a cost that
is significantly lower-than-the-market rent. The Government continues to
refine the housing policy in order to provide assistance to those with genuine
housing needs. It is quite a staggering improvement when comparing living
condition for people in the early 1950’s to the present. This change was
brought about by a fierce fire.

1973

A new Housing Authority
(HA) and a unified Housing
Department were established
to replace the HKHA and PRD

A Life Changing Fire
On the Christmas night of 1953, a fierce fire destroyed thousands of shanty
homes in Shek Kip Mei. Around 50,000 people became homeless overnight.
As a result, Hong Kong Government established the Provisional Resettlement
Department (PRD) and Hong Kong Housing Authority (former Housing
Authority) in April 1954 to make long-term improvements in the living
environment for the low income families and to ease the high demand for
housing. This marked the prologue of PRH development and the following
timeline shown a glance of development in over 40 years.

Home for All

Since the establishment of HKHA, the Hong Kong Government began to build
homes for those with genuine housing needs out of the estimated 1.6-million
population. In 1961, the "low-cost housing" scheme was introduced through
the construction of 62,380 flats in 18 estates. In 1973, the Government
announced a ten-year plan for the public provision of housing to provide 1.8
million people with "satisfactory accommodation".

8
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1976

The Home Ownership Scheme (HOS)
was introduced to enable the lower
middle income families and PRH
tenants to acquire their own homes.

Changing Policy:
Dedicate PRH to the Needy Only
By 1973, a new Housing Authority (HA) and a unified Housing Department were established to replace the HKHA and
PRD. During the year, the Government modified the direction of public housing policy as well. The Government began
to encourage those wealthier tenants to purchase their own homes through various purchase assistance schemes. Those
schemes included the Home Ownership Scheme (HOS), the Private Sector Participation Scheme (PSPS) and the Tenants
Purchase Scheme (TPS) , as well as the Flat-For-Sale Scheme and Sandwich Class Housing Scheme of the Hong Kong
Housing Society.

Assisting the Needy While Offering Room for Private Property Market
Development
Over more than 40 years of development, we noticed that the Government understood the importance of safe, comfortable
and yet affordable accommodation to the stability of Hong Kong. Thus, an enormous number of PRH flats have been built
and many more will be built in the future as well. Meanwhile, the Government is cautious on the provision of PRH lest the
development of private property market would be hampered. Therefore, income eligibility for PRH applicant was tight
and the annual newly built PRH flats was limited.

Great Challenge Ahead
Today, the demand for PRH is enormous. There is long queue of applications for PRH. As at 31 March 2014, there were
about 121,900 general applications pending for assigning PRH flats. The average waiting time for general applicants was
about 30 years. In the Policy Address 2014, the Chief Executive adopted the housing supply target of a total of 470,000
units in the coming ten years, with public housing accounting for 60%. To meet the target, the Government aims to
provide an average of about 20,000 PRH units and about 8,000 HOS units per year.

Types of Public Housing

1. Public Rental Housing estates are the most numerous types of public housing
estates, and are rented at discounted rates to low-income residents.
2. Home Ownership Scheme estates are subsidized-sale public housing estates
for low-income residents. They are earmarked for sale to low-income qualifiers
at prices which are heavily discounted from market value, and the land value
is similarly subsidized
3. Tenants Purchase Scheme allows existing tenants in the rented public housing
estates of the Hong Kong Housing Authority to purchase their flats.
4. Flat-for-Sale Scheme (Chinese:住宅發售計劃) is a housing development scheme
by Hong Kong Housing Society in 1980s. The flats under the scheme are for sale
at concessionary price.
5. Sandwich Class Housing Scheme estates were built for sale to lower-middle
and middle-income residents, known as the sandwich class, who did not
qualify for low-income public housing in the Home Ownership Scheme but still
had trouble affording private housing. Construction of Sandwich Class Housing
Scheme estates ended in 2000 due to changes in the housing market.
6. Interim Housing is temporary public rental housing for those who are awaiting
placement into public housing estates or are not immediately eligible for flats
in public housing estates.

2000

The Government confirmed the objective
underlying the housing strategy remained
to provide “Better Housing for All” to the
Hong Kong Housing community, and to
make maximum use of private sector
resources, so that public resources could
be focused efficiently o

1998
The Tenants Purchase
Scheme (TPS) was introduced
to allow tenants to purchase
the PRH flat they were living
in at an affordable price

1978

The Government invite the private
property developers to participate
in the building of HOS housing under
Private Sector Participation Scheme

The Long Term Housing Strategy was introduced for the
1987
development of housing until 2001, aiming at increasing

private home ownership; satisfying and shortening the
waiting list for PRH flats; and redeveloping resettlement
estates and old-style estates.

1988
The Government launched the

Home Purchase Loan Scheme.
Eligible tenants could apply for
a low rate loan when purchasing
property in private market
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Comparative Studies of HK vs Singapore
When it comes to comparison of public housing policy with Hong Kong, it is surely worthy to study public
housing policy in Singapore, as two cities share many traits in common, including high population density,
limited land supplies, and relatively large proportion of residents in public housing.

Land Supply

The built-up land area accounts for
about 24% of the total land area of Hong
Kong. The remaining non built-up land
scatters across the territory and involves
a number of distant areas or islands, as
well as rather steep slopes.

More than 90% of total land area is flat
land.
In 1964, the government passed the
Land Acquisition Act that has helped
the government acquire land below
market prices. Because of the act, land
ownership rate of Singapore government
is 87%, higher than 23% of Hong Kong.

Policy on Rental
Public Housing
and Government
Subsidized House

Public housing is mainly built by the
Hong Kong Housing Authority and the
Hong Kong Housing Society.
48.8 percent of the population of Hong
Kong lived in rental or subsidized-sale public
housing; within that group, 31 percent lived
in public rental housing, 17.1 percent lived
in Housing Authority subsidized-sale flats
and 0.7 percent lived in Housing Society
subsidized-sale flats.

Public housing in Singapore is managed
by the Housing and Development Board
(HDB).
81.9% of the resident populations live in
such accommodation, with 95% of them
owning their HDB flat. The remainder
are rental flats

Policy on Private
Owned House

Adopts free market economy and private
property market is denominated by six
families.

Land Acquisition Act results in private
property market a minority.

Internal floor area
per person

7 square metre

35 square metre

Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes was
launched in December 2000.
The MPF System in Hong Kong was designed
to form: a mandatory, privately managed,
fully funded contribution scheme.

Central Provident Fund primarily fund
resident’s retirement, healthcare and
housing needs. Contributions enjoy a risk
free interest rate at 2.5%.Furthermore, the
interest rate for HDB mortgage loans is
pegged at 0.1 percentage point above the
CPF interest rate i.e. 2.6%

Saving Scheme

10
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Business AFFAIRS
Alibaba staff and JCI Project Organizing
Committee holding the event poster to
appeal for contestants and embracing
the success of event

Road to Little Boss
Provided by Jack Chan

In the recent years, there have been increasing commentaries stating that entrepreneurship in Hong Kong has been
gradually fading away. Various reasons have been touted including the lack of governmental support and the monopolizing
behaviour of large corporations instead of trying hard to explore business opportunities themselves.
This year, JCI Kowloon piloted a new project called Roads to Little Boss with support coming from a number of prominent
enterprises including Alibaba.com.
Road to Little Boss is a multi phase competition including a 2-day seminar,
business plan competition and presentation day.
The seminars offered a great chance for those aspiring entrepreneurs to
hear from the life experiences of six businessmen from Hong Kong; the
sharing was fruitful and inspirational.
During the two-day seminar held in the offices of Alibaba.com, our
speakers shared their own insight about their successes and failures
without reservation. Mr. David Kwok, Director of Davide Acquisto
Design & Production Co. Ltd, demonstrated that a business could aimed,
not only profit, but as something that helped the development of
society; Ms Luk Wing Yee, Director of Hong Kong Poly Clean Group Ltd,
pinpointed that one should be passionate in doing business and keeping
positive at all times; Mr Simon Fan, General Manager of Ocean Digital
Audience actively asking guest speaker
Technology Ltd, expressed that when a business began to generate
Mr. Edwin Lui for advice on how to develop
profit, sustainability was the next focus; Mr Eric Tang, President of Hong
a business.
Kong Young Entrepreneur Alliance, demonstrated how social networking
could help to established a company when one had nothing except a
passion to be entrepreneur; Mr Jeffrey Lam, Director of EPR International Company Ltd, shared with the attendantsthat
a personal hobby could be turned into a successful online business; and finally, Mr. Edwin Lui, General Manager (Asia and
Middle East) of Cartridge World, stated how to manage and grow up a company.
The Alibaba.com office was filled with laughter and rounds
of applauses during the afternoons of 12 and 13 September
2014, as over 60 university students and JCI members
came with burning entrepreneurial passion and looked for
guidance on their road of would-be successful entrepreneurs.
In between the break, the guest speakers were surrounded
by attendants who eagerly asked for how to tackle the
problems encountered on their way to become a successful
entrepreneur. No matter how many attendants would join
the Road to Little Boss business plan competition, they had
gained valuable experience for their future ventures.

At the end of fruitful and joyful seminar, all guests and
participants were grouped together to take a photo which
witnessing the success of the event.

The judging of the business plans and award presentation
day will take place on 1st November 2014. Please watch this
space for more information for coming events in the Business
Affairs Area.
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International AFFAIRS

Welcome JCI Nagoya members and University students
to Hong Kong, Nippondo Project start here!

Nagoya Student
Exchange
Provided by Katherinee Lee

Welcome dinner at Chinese Recreation Club
Hong Kong. We start to know each other and
get ready for the program!

Our sister chapter JCI Nagoya offered a cultural
exchange program, Project Nippondo, for a group
of university students from Nagoya, Japan to
experience Hong Kong in between September 21st,
Sunday, and September 25th, Thursday. The main
purpose of the program was to offer a platform
for the university students to experience different
cultures which help them to better understand
themselves, and deepen their knowledge about the
world in a way that books, school assignments and
professional career could never reveal.

Welcome dinner at Chinese Recreation Club
Hong Kong. We start to know each other
and get ready for the program!

JCI Kowloon had been delighted to have the
opportunity to take part in this meaningful program.
The activities of the student exchange program
included, but not limited to, site visit Hong Kong
Universitiey, interact with local university students
to gain cultural and educational experiences, visit
multinational corporations, etc.
All participants were happy with the program.
Thanks to our IAD Benson Pang who intensified our
international linkage ,and work with JCI Nagoya
Project Chairman Daisuke and Mr. Noda to make
this program possible . Our Past Presidents and
members had given full support to the program.

The best and famous view of Hong Kong Victoria Harbour Night View!!

12
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Thanks Chairman Daisuke lead us a JCI
Nagoya traditional ceremony gesture
to end the first night program, all of us
are excited!

Exchanging with HKU Student!

Tasting Hong Kong traditional food
at 蓮香居。

Farewell Party at Lan Kwai Fong !!
PE Aron, Mr. Noda and IAD Benson built up a tighten brotherhood!!

With Compliments of National Immediate Past President Paul Wu and his wife Crystal Chau
JCI Kowloon 2014 Issue 3
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Written by PRD Helen Yeung and Dora Haung

Children’s
C h i n e s e
Calligraphy
Competition

Children Chinese Calligraphy Competition (CCCC) is one of
the flagship projects in JCI Kowloon since 2008. This year was
the 7th year of CCCC with the theme “Communion Future”
(未來. 共融) . By taking part in our community service
booth, community inclusion workshop and competition,
participants had the chance to appreciate the beauty of
Chinese traditional culture, especially Chinese Calligraphy.

Participants of CCCC were six-year-old to fourteen-yearold students in Hong Kong, and they had to summit their
calligraphy works to join the competition. This year, we had received over 1,600
pieces in total, the highest record in the past 7 year.
The 7th CCCC started from Nov 2013 - 2013 HK TOYP Service Day - “Write A
Love” on 17th Nov 2013. We set a game booth which taught the audience about
calligraphy knowledge. Using the format of games, we successfully promoted this
tradition to more people.

The second event was the Community Inclusion Workshop (29th Jun 2014). We
had an amazing evening at Good Counsel Catholic Primary School. Over 40 Hong
Kong local children and 40 from the ethnic minorities children, enjoyed an exiting
and fruitful afternoon with us.
14
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During the workshop, we invited some calligraphy
teachers to teach the basic knowledge of
calligraphy skills. Through learning calligraphy,
children could also build up friendship with
other children from different backgrounds.
In addition to learn calligraphy, Ethnic
Minorities children taught other local children
how to make a towel rabbit, a typical toy in
their culture. That created a chance to the
children to exchange their culture. At the end
of the workshop, we had a special tea time
for all participants. We brought some exotic
traditional snacks to let everyone taste. It was
the first time for most of our Hong Kong local
children to try those traditional snacks, which
was a great opportunity for them to know more
about Minorities’ culture.
The most important part of CCCC was the final
competition and award ceremony (3rd Aug
2014). We held the final competition at the
morning at The Evangelical Lutheran Church of
Hong Kong Wo Che Lutheran School. We had
invited 100 finalists in the two calligraphy
categories (Pen and Brush Calligraphy).
The award ceremony was held in the afternoon
of the same day at City One Shatin. All finalists
and their parents attended our ceremony and
we invited over 20 Minorities children to the
ceremony, whom had also joined our workshop
before.
Before the start of award ceremony, more than
50 people including the finalists, the parents,
other local children and the minorities’ children
got together to paint a big painting sized at 5
feet by 12 feet. Our ambassador also painted
with them and made lots of fun. The judges
and ambassador also gave a special creativity
award for participants who created memorable
phrases promoting Hong Kong.

Chairman Impression:

It’s my great honor to be the chairman of The 7th
Children Chinese Calligraphy Competition. Thank you
Supervising Officer Honorary Secretary Ally Kwok and
President Justin Wong to believe in me that I can take
this position. Also thank our Advisors - 2010 President
Senator Jackson Leung and President Elect Aron for their
advices and support. Last but not least, big thanks to my
organizing committee - Secretary & Treasure Kobe Chan,
Promotion Pik Ki Leung, Program Vincent Chan , Logistic
Ray Cheung. Without their devotion in the past 10
months, the project
would not end with
success. The project
can’t be finished by
my own self, thanks
for everyone who
support me along
the way, which also
made me learn a
lot and I’m looking
forward to work
with you guys again
in the future .
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Life Style

Written by FM Amy Siu

BEESWAP
大家好今期熱點推介,有我AMY在此!
小編會跑盡全港各區，為大家尋找值得推薦既熱點。
香港人生活忙碌壓力大，而且寸金尺土，想找個私隱度高又環境舒適的地方，相約三
五知己聚一聚，真是十分之難。但是今天小編幸運地在朋友介紹下，來到荔枝角這個
靜中帶旺的地方，體驗多元化活動室「BEESWAP」帶來的樂趣。
一入店內就被門口的藍光招牌吸引，極具夜店風格，四周圍繞著勁歌舞曲，
迷離的夢幻燈光令人感到好像置身「蘭桂坊」酒吧一樣。原來小編到訪當晚有客
戶合作舉辦節日派對，所以副店長LEO和樂隊成員進行排練。接著店長DICKY帶
領小編入到攝影房進行訪問，在眾多攝影器材及卡通服裝包圍下，小編慢慢了解到
「BEESWAP」的特色。
「BEESWAP」是由專業娛樂製作班底建立，店內有專業舞台音響租賃及娛樂製作服
務提供外，第二業務還有包括場地租用及高級青銅藝術品售賣。而整個訪問過程十分
愉快，店長性格隨和率直，直言當初開業只想有個地方給親朋好友相聚一刻，展示多
年收藏，但經朋友口耳相傳下轉變成合適各界朋友進行活動的理想地方。
訪問完結後，燈光一轉，「BEESWAP」又給大家表現出另一個風格，店長為大家沖
泡花茶，拿出桌上遊戲漫畫雜誌給小編等人，彷如在休閒CAFE當中，這時再回頭細
看店內種種模型收藏，感受著各個經典電影或遊戲人物所發出的攝人魅力，一個個由
大師製作的青銅藝術製品吸引著客人的眼球，喜歡的客人可以選購部份精品帶走。
置身「BEESWAP」無論你有動態活動（例如：跳舞練習、樂隊練習、生日派對、私
人聚會或團體慶祝活動等），還是靜態活動（例如：商務會議、甜品烹飪班或音樂班
等）都能滿足各人需求。
或者多變正是BEESWAP的魅力，有興趣的朋友你也可以去感受一番。

設施包括

各類紅、綠和花茶
爆谷機、綿花糖機、朱古力噴泉
攝影錄影室
酒吧級燈光效果
高質素的音響及混音設備
還設有流動投影機及60寸投射銀幕、A System及無線咪
Wi-Fi上網、LED電視
(可接駁電腦/ Iphone/ Ipad/ Android phone
網上播放即時分享相片及短片)
大量棋類、Card Game及Board Game

Beeswap Address:

九龍荔枝角青山道532偉基大廈4D室
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Life Style

Written by FM Amy Siu

攀石牆

Just Climb
在香港這個彈丸之都裡面，相信比較難找到一個
環境寬敞舒適既室內攀石牆，但係今日小編就搵
到啦！跟住落來為大家介紹一下位於新蒲崗既Just
Climb先！
來到 Just Climb 門口，就俾佢型格有個性既風格吸
引，真係夠晒Rock。入到入面，全場都鋪滿左色彩
繽紛、形形式式既大小石頭，石牆仲有唔同程度既
線俾參加者挑戰添！
小編一向熱愛攀石，不過又無空餘時間長途跋涉去
戶外玩，今次既大發現真係岩晒啦！最適合係假期
既時候約埋三五知己一齊勇闖高峰先！

佈滿不同大小的石頭

Just Climb Address:

新蒲崗太子道東706號Room D，G/F

起參與

一
小朋友也

電話：3561 7868
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Life Style
Written by FM Amy Siu

Mystery workshop
講到荃灣好去處，今期為大家介紹一個抵玩又好玩既地
方，就係 Mystery workshop 啦！
Mystery workshop 位於荃灣荃運工業中心二期7樓a室，
是一個二百多尺的手工藝工作室，當中以教授手工銀飾
和手工皮革為主，舉辦的課堂都是小班教學，著重一手
一腳的制作過程。
訪問當日，店主展示了多款色彩繽紛、質料佳的皮讓小
編挑選，真是花多眼亂，每款也是心頭好！左選右選，
小編決定挑選一塊桃紅色的皮，製作一個匙扣送給朋
友。原來一個小小的匙扣，背後製作功夫就多了，從畫
圖、裁剪、打洞及縫合等，均需自己一手一腳DIY，真是
少一點耐性也不能呢！喜歡自己動手製作獨一無二小禮
物既你，又豈能錯過呢！

Mystery Workshop Address:
荃灣荃運工業中心二期7樓 A710
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Event highlights

1

National Convention

2

1. 2014's chapter presidents with National Board.
2. A fruitful year rewarded by Six awards thanks to the
hard work from all members.
3. A full team representation at the National Convention
4. PP Johnathan Lee recieved senatorship
5. JCI Kowloon successfully bid the honor of hosting right
for 2015 National Convention
6. The innovative Pilot Program received the Merit Award
in the e-Marketing category

6

3
4
5

Annual General Meeting
8

7

10

11

9

12
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Group photo of PE Aron and P Justin with 2015 National Board
2015 Ex-Com receiving beautiful Decoupage Art prepared by AGM OC
HLP Andrew Wong giving speech at the 2014 Annual General Meeting
President Elect Aron Wong sharing his plan for 2015 during his election speeach
Members casting their vote
P Justin handover a torch to PE Aron as a symbol of passing on JCI Kowloon's legacy
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1. General Assembly of the 2014 Asia-Pacific
1
Conference in Yamagata Japan
2. President Shogo Aoki of 2014 JCI Nagoya holding
Dialogue at the luncheon in ASPAC Yamagata

Event highlights

2

General Assembly of the
2014 Asia-Pacific Conference in Yamagata , Japan
3
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3. A unique Joint MFG between JCI Kowloon and it's
sponsoring chapter JCI Tsuen Wan.
4. JCI Kowloon's new member Amy and Maggie are
inducted at the Oct MFG

4
5

6

8

9

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

7

Another special MFG held together with Senior Members Club to honor the history of JCI Kowloon ahead to our 50 years anniversary
PE Aron practising speech at the President Academy
The first PMO of JCI Kowloon held in LKF which created a lively atmosphere for participants
JCI Kowloon's atheletes joining the annual Badminton competition
IAD Benson fighting hard in a fierce competition
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MEMBER EXCHANGE

Maggie Yeung

Amy Siu

Occupation: Student

Occupation: Dessert Restaurant Owner

“Joining JCI is indeed a great
challenge to me and yet I
never regret of joining it. It is
really a precious opportunity
for me to explore my potential
as I got a chance to deal with
things that I have never tried before. Before joining JCI, in fact, I
was quite scared, as I think the members there are so professional
that they might not like chitchatting with me. But definitely I was
wrong; all of them are so nice! And over the course of organizing
different events, I learnt a lot from the chairlady and the
supervising officer, my horizon is greatly broadened. I really look
forward to my growth in JCI and I am sure that being in JCI will be
one of the unforgettable experiences in my life.”

“I’m so glad to share my feeling with you here. Joining the JCI big
family, I set 3 targets for myself, including, continuous learning,
developing a critical mind, and improving myself day-by-day.
I enjoy learning from others in JC. Although time is tight for
organizing a project, I have tried try my best to strike a balance
between efficiency and quality work. Meanwhile, I have realized
that good communication really matters the most. To ensure the
project is done on time, every OC should constantly report their own
progress and ask for help if any difficulties encountered. Wish JCI Kowloon
will expand rapidly and aims more challenging goals in the coming future, I enjoyed
working as a team to accomplish different projects.

Dora Huang

Accounting

Occupation: Graduate Trainee, Private Banking

4%

"There is no single word that can summarize my first month in JCI
Kowloon. From one of the most formal event, AGM, to community
events for youths, Shelter Dream, all the passionate and
talented people here truly impress me with how they devote
to the projects wholeheartedly as well as enjoy every moment
to be with us. As a new joiner, I particularly am grateful for
the caring, sharing, and guidance from current members.
Look forwards to witnessing the success of coming activities,
especially for the 50th anniversary of JCI Kowloon!"

Administr

1%

Jack Chan
Financial Service

19%VTC Alumni Relations
Occupation:
Section, Officer (Alumni Service)

“I am proud to say that joining JCI Kowloon
was the wisest decision I made in 2014. In
Accounting
JCI Kowloon, I met lots of energetic and
4% Administration
1%
outgoing young professionals who worked
Beauty
hard to achieve project excellence. Since my
3%
Consulting
enrollment of Prospective member in July 2014, I
Simon Leung
Financial Service
had3%
my hand on many projects already, including
Occupation: Security Executive19%
1%
ShelterDesign
Dreams,
September and October MFG,
Manufacturing/
“ I am so happy to have the opportunity to join the JCI Kowloon family. Its believes,
and
the publication
of Dialogue for November.
Engineering 3%
Trading/Merchandising
projects and networking opportunities positively redefine two negative Chinese
The experience
and sense of satisfaction could
11%
Entertainment 1%
idioms. They turn “People gather for making troubles” and “Cliques are formed for
not be foundEnvironmental
elsewhereServices
in my1%
daily life if not in
selfish gains.” into “ Kowlooners assemble for developing communities via launching
JCI Kowloon. ”
Food & Beverage 1%
projects. ” and “Chambers are existed for individual growth.” In the coming years, I
Telecommunication
am confident that I will have a really good time with all those young, energetic and
1%
passionate Kowlooners.”
Student
Health 6%
3%

Occupation Survey

Social Services(Non-Proﬁt)

3%

Insurance

Manufacturing/
Accounting
Trading/Merchandising
4% Administration

1%

11%

Investment
IT

Consulting
Design

Telecommunication

1%

3%

1%

Professional Services
Food & Beverage 1%
(Translation)
Other
Medical Service

7%

Marketing/
Advertising/
Publc Relations

32Female

13%

1%

Health 6%

0

48Male

Insurance

4%

Investment
IT

1%

Law

1%

32Female

Telecommunication

1%

Student

3%

Professional Services
(Translation)
0
5Other

1%
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1%
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Full
Member
Prospective
Member

Marketing/
Advertising/
Publc Relations

Social Services(Non-Proﬁt)

3%

1%

48Male

3%

Environmental Services 1%

1%

11%

1%

1%

Entertainment

Social Services(Non-Proﬁt)

Manufacturing/
Trading/Merchandising

Medical Service

Law

1%

Engineering

Student

3%

7%

1%

3%

Financial Service

19%

1%

4%

Beauty

3%

Professional Services
(Translation)
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JCI Marathon
JCI Tsuen Wan, welcome to the

JCI Hong Kong family
By HLP Senator Andrew Wong, BBS.

For months before the 49th National Convention of JCI Hong Kong held last
September, the issue of Junior Chamber International Tsuen Wan (JCI Tsuen
Wan)'s application for affiliation to the NOM of JCI Hong Kong has become a
hot topic of discussion in the JCI Hong Kong community.
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Past NP Andrew began his JC career since
joining Kowloon JC in 1977. In the past 37
years, he was elected or appointed to a long
series of posts at LOM, NOM and JCI levels,
including the more notable ones like TOYP
Selection Chairman 1979, KJC President
1980, National Convention Director 1980,
Hong Kong JC National President 1982,
Development Officer responsible for
establishment of Macau JC 1983 and Advisor
of Macau JC from 1984 to 1994, Hong Kong
JC Trustee Chairman from 1993 to1995 and
the Chairman of 2012 JCI HK ASPAC Co. Ltd.
After graduating from the JCI Pilot Program of
Training for Trainers in 1981, Past NP Andrew
conducted numerous training sessions for
JCI members and non-members in both
Hong Kong and Macau for over 30 years. In
appreciation of his distinguished service and
contribution to JCI Kowloon, PNP Andrew
was conferred the title of Honorary Life
President of JCI Kowloon in 2014.
Past NP Andrew retired as a Directorate
officer of the Hong Kong Customs and Excise
Department in 2004. Upon his retirement,
the Hong Kong SAR Government presented
him with an award of Bronze Bauhinia Star
(BBS) in appreciation of his 34-year service
and contribution to the Customs and Hong
Kong as a whole.
Through his active involvement inside and
outside JC for nearly 37 years, Past NP
Andrew has attained tons of knowledge
and experience in various fields ranging
from LOM and NOM management, project
management, parliamentary procedures
to leadership development, organization
politics etc. He is most willing to share those
knowledge and experience with the younger
generation through different means such as
the JCI Kowloon newsletter “ Dialogue “.
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JCI Tsuen Wan, sponsored by JCI Kowloon and comprising a group of young men and
women who subscribed to the same purposes of JCI Hong Kong and its LOMs came into
being in early 2013. It followed that in October 2013, JCI Tsuen Wan was granted the
status of a Provisional Chapter by the National Board of JCI Hong Kong. Since then, JCI
Tsuen Wan progressed steadily as reflected by the reasonable amount of projects and
activities that it conducted. Subsequently in August 2014, JCI Tsuen Wan applied for
affiliation to JCI Hong Kong as one of its LOMs. In accordance with the JCI Hong Kong
Constitutions, such application would be dealt with at the General Meeting during the
National Convention in September and the decision should be made by the LOMs. A
two thirds majority of the votes cast by the LOMs were required in order to get the
application approved.
Generally, it was conceived that the establishment of a new LOM should be seen as a
move welcomed by JCI NOMs as well as JCI International. Unfortunately, however, like
the situation that we encountered in the case of another Chapter six years ago, some
LOMs in JCI Hong Kong felt strongly against the affiliation of JCI Tsuen Wan during
the last National Convention. As it was understood subsequently, their reservation
was principally originated from the conceptions that the sharing of NOM resources
by the LOMs might be weakened or reduced as a result of the addition of a new LOM
and that the performance of certain officers of the new LOM could not be considered
satisfactory when compared with the existing LOMs. Also, it was conceived that those
new members in JCI Tsuen Wan might join the existing LOMs even if the new LOM
failed to get the affiliation.
While the views expressed above might not be considered as totally unfounded, I don't
think they fully justified the adoption of an opposing attitude towards the addition
of a new LOM to the JCI Hong Kong family. As we analyse the case, we can see there
are indeed substantial benefits that JCI Hong Kong could derive through the addition
and affiliation of the new LOM, JCI Tsuen Wan. Firstly, we make a net gain of some 50
members in JCI Hong Kong immediately upon the affiliation of JCI Tsuen Wan. This is a
substantial gain since presently, a few existing Chapters are still trying hard to manage
a small membership of around 30. Secondly, as a leadership training organisation for
young people, the establishment of a new LOM will provide more opportunities for the
young people to experience and develop their leadership potential and create another
platform for the members to take up leadership positions. Thirdly, there have been no
new JCI organisations in the New Territories since JCI Shatin was established in 1987,
JCI North District formed in 1985 and JCI Yuen Long in 1977. To start a new JCI LOM in
Tsuen Wan is clearly a right move to help promote and spread the JC movement in areas
outside Kowloon and Hong Kong Island. Last but certainly not the least, the addition of
a new LOM will help JCI Hong Kong gain more votes and thus greater influence in the
JCI world eventually.
Separately, in response to those opposing views, I would stress that in recent years, the
great majority of LOMs in Hong Kong tend to explore and develop resources such as
membership and financial support through their own connections in the community.
Their reliance on the NOM for resource assistance has become rather nominal. On
the point of allocation of JCI Tsuen Wan members to existing LOMs, it can never be
assumed, in my experience, that all these new members would like to join the existing
chapters in case JCI Tsuen Wan did not succeed in getting the affiliation. They joined
the JCI mainly because their connections or referrers were in some way related to the
establishment of JCI Tsuen Wan. As regards the use of meeting rooms in JC office,
the NOM should be studying recommendations made by an Ad Hoc Committee on
the review of the use of JC office space. Hopefully there will be soon mid and long
term solutions to the problem of shortage of space for use by the National Board
and the LOMs. On the point of whether the new LOM has been giving a satisfactory
performance in comparison with other existing LOMs, I would say that, in all fairness
and considering that nearly all the members in JCI Tsuen Wan have got on average a
little more than one years' JC experience, they have been doing an acceptable job since
its establishment.
It was gratifying to see that eventually, at the General Assembly on the second day of
the National Convention, JCI Tsuen Wan was able to gain the support from more than
two thirds of the 19 LOMs in the voting on the affiliation application. As a result, JCI
Tsuen Wan has become the 20th LOM affiliated with the NOM of JCI Hong Kong.
Certainly, there is plenty of room for improvement in JCI Tsuen Wan. In this connection,
I am confident that with the potential that I have found in members of the chapter,
coupled with their efforts and the support rendered by all parties in JCI Hong Kong,
JCI Tsuen Wan should be able to produce outstanding performance in the not too
distant future.

Special Thanks to all support and sponsorship
2014 JCI HK Youth Development Adviser Mr. Douglas So
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Awards of

JCI Kowloon

Best Chapter
of Area (56-90 members)

Most Outstanding
Chapter President (56-90 members)
[Merit]

[Merit]

Best Contribution
to NOM Activites
[Award]

[Merit]
[Merit]

Best E-Marketing Award

Best Active Citizen
Framework Project

in
the
th
49 National Convention
[Merit]

[Merit]

